Introduction and main results
Let (M; !) be a symplectic manifold and G a compact Lie group which acts symplectically on M, that is !(gu; gv) = !(u; v) for g 2 G, u; v 2 T x M. Let H : M R ! R be a time dependent Hamiltonian function of class C 2 which is 2 -periodic in t 2 R and invariant under the action of G: H(gx; t) = H(x; t) for g 2 G, x 2 M, t 2 R. The time dependent Hamiltonian vector eld X t associated with H is de ned by !( ; X t ) = dH t . We are interested in periodic solutions of the Hamiltonian system (1:1) z(t) = X t ?
z(t)
This is an old problem and there has been a lot of work devoted to various aspects of it. In this paper we consider the following situation. Suppose the xed point set M G = fx 2 M : gx = x for all g 2 Gg is discrete. Then the invariance of H under the action of G implies that the constant functions z 0 (t) x 0 2 M G solve (1.1). These solutions are called trivial and we want to nd nontrivial 2 -periodic solutions. The basic idea is to combine local information on H near a trivial periodic solution, given by its Conley{Zehnder or Maslov index, with global information on the topology of M and the behavior of H at in nity (if M is not compact).
In this generality the problem is complicated. We shall restrict our attention to the special case where M = T T N is the cotangent space of the N-torus, G = Z=2 and the action of G on M is induced by the antipodal map on R 2N . Before stating our result we discuss the result of our rst paper BaW] Then (1.1) has at least max ji(z 0 )j ? N pairs of nontrivial 2 -periodic solutions where the maximum is taken over all trivial stationary solutions z 0 of (1.1).
The nondegeneracy assumption in Theorem 1.1 can be weakened but this is not essential. The proof in BaW] is based on a variational principle. For a 2 -periodic smooth map z = (p; q) : is the space of constant maps. Critical points of f correspond to 2 -periodic solutions of (1.1). The invariance of H with respect to the re ection on T 2N implies that f is even, more precisely f( x; ?u) = f(x; u) for x 2 T 2N , u 2 E ? 0 . The main new problem in nding nontrivial critical points of f is the presence of the trivial critical points which are also xed under the action of .
In this paper we consider the case where M = T T N = R N T N is the cotangent space of the torus T N with the natural symplectic structure. The action of the group G = Z=2 = f1; g on M is again induced by the antipodal map on R
2N
. By abuse of notation we shall not distinguish between elements of M and R
. We also write x 7 ! ?x for the action on M induced by the antipodal map on R
. The xed point set M G contains precisely the 2 N elements of the form x = (0; q) with q = (q 1 ; : : :; q N ) mod Z N and q i 2 f0; 1=2g for i = 1; : : :; N. In addition to these xed points the noncompactness of M causes problems. Therefore we need assumptions on the behavior of H(p; q; t) as jpj ! 1. We require the following hypotheses: For a 2 -periodic solution z 0 of (1.1) we let i(z 0 ) 2 Z be its Conley{Zehnder index and (z 0 ) 2 N 0 its nullity. The result on the Conley{Zehnder indices can be used to distinguish the nontrivial solutions which we obtain. Suppose, for instance, w 0 and z 0 are trivial solutions with i(w 0 ) < 0 and i(z 0 ) > N. We can apply part a) of Theorem 1.2 to z 0 and part b) to w 0 .
Then we obtain i(z 0 ) ? N pairs of nontrivial solutions with Conley{Zehnder indices N, N + 1; : : :; i(z 0 ) ? 1 and ji(w 0 )j such pairs with indices i(w 0 ) + 1, i(w 0 ) + 2; : : :; 0. Thus we have i(z 0 ) ? N + ji(w 0 )j di erent pairs of nontrivial solutions. This argument requires of course that the nontrivial solutions are nondegenerate.
The nondegeneracy assumptions in Theorem 1.2 can be weakened. We expect the result to be true without assumption (H 5 ). On the other hand, (H 5 ) is only an assumption on a nite number of known solutions which can be checked for a given Hamiltonian system. The statements on the Conley{Zehnder indices of the nontrivial periodic solutions can be generalized to the degenerate case provided the nontrivial solutions are isolated. Let z j be one of the nontrivial solutions with Conley{Zehnder index i(z j ) and nullity (z j ). In the case of 1.2 a) we have the inequalities i(z j ) i(z 0 ) ? m ? 1 + j i(z j ) + (z j ) for j = 1; : : :; m :
Similarly, in 1.2 b) we have the inequalities i(z j ) i(z 0 ) + j i(z j ) + (z j ) for j = 1; : : :; m : The proof of Theorem 1.2 is also based on a variational approach using the functional f from (1.2). As in BaW] we need some abstract critical point theory for even functionals de ned on the product of a torus and a Hilbert space. Unfortunately, the technicalities are more complicated here. First, we cannot make an Amann{Zehnder type reduction to a nite-dimensional functionalf. Second, we have to modify the Hamiltonian H for jpj large because otherwise f will not be de ned on all of E and will not satisfy the Palais{ Smale condition even if restricted to W 1;2 (S 1 ; R 2N ) E. In section 2 we shall develop some abstract critical point theory for f generalizing our earlier result in BaW] forf. We want to emphasize that due to the presence of the xed points of the action of Z=2 it does not seem possible to use standard tools like the genus or the cohomological index (cf. FaR]). The main result of section 2, Theorem 2.2, will be proved in section 3 using Borel cohomology. Finally, in section 4 we prove Theorem 1.2. Here we shall follow the technical setting up of the problem as in Felmer's paper Fe] although our nal result is quite di erent in nature from the one in Fe] .
As a consequence of the abstract results of section 2 we obtain another existence theorem for periodic solutions of (1.1). Theorem 1.3. Suppose (H 1 ) ? (H 4 ) are satis ed with > 2 in (H 3 ). Then (1.1) has in nitely many pairs of nontrivial 2 -periodic solutions z 1 ; z 2 ; : : :. If z 0 is a trivial solution with Maslov index i(z 0 ) and if all solutions are nondegenerate then the Maslov indices are given by i(z j ) = i(z 0 ) + j for j 1.
If one is just interested in the existence of the in nitely many nontrivial periodic solutions then Theorem 1.3 follows from a special case of Theorem 2.2 which can be proved with the help of the genus. We sketch this in section 3.
2. Some abstract critical point theory Let E be a Hilbert space with scalar product h ; i and B : E E ! R a continuous symmetric bilinear form. This induces a quadratic form Q : E ! R, Q(z) = 1 2 B(z; z), and a bounded linear self adjoint map L : E ! E which satis es B(z 1 ; z 2 ) = hLz 1 ; z 2 i. We assume that 0 is isolated in the spectrum of L and M(0) := ker L is nite dimensional. We (Q + Q C )j E k and the di erence of Morse indices 
Clearly we have (Q) = dim M(0) and r (Q) = 0. It is very well possible that the relative Morse index r (Q + Q C ) is negative. 
Then clearly we have for z 1 2 L k =k C +1 M(?`) and z 2 2 F ?
Therefore we obtain for the Morse index of ( 
The proposition follows since dim F 0 and dim F ? ?
We are interested in critical points of functionals f 2 C 2 (E; R) of the form f = Q + g where g 2 C 2 (E; R) is such that the gradient g 0 : E ! E is a compact nonlinear operator.
For a critical point z 2 E of f the Hessian C = g 00 (z) 2 K(E), so the nullity and the relative Morse index of Q+Q C are de ned. We set (f; z) := (Q+Q C ) and r (f; z) := r (Q+Q C ). The basic assumptions on f and g are as follows. The antipodal map z 7 ! ?z on E induces an involution on T N Z which has precisely 2 N xed points, namely all elements of the form z 2 (x; 0) 2 T N Z with x = P N i=1 x i e i mod Z N , x i 2 f0; 1=2g for i = 1; : : :; N. Since f is invariant under this symmetry by (A 3 ) these xed points must be critical points of f. They are called trivial critical points.
For the main result of this section we need one more assumption on f. We postpone the proof of Theorem 2.2 to the next section. A few remarks are in order. First we observe that z 0 may be a degenerate critical point. We believe that the result is also true without the nondegeneracy assumption on the trivial critical points below the level f(z 0 ). As with the corresponding hypothesis (H 5 ) in section 1 this nondegeneracy assumption is a generic assumption on f at a nite number of known points and can be checked for a given f.
If the nontrivial critical points are possibly degenerate then we only obtain two inequalities relating the relative Morse indices r (f; z j ) and the nullities (f; z j ), namely r (f; z j ) r (f; z 0 ) ? m ? 1 + j r (f; z j ) + (f; z j ) for j = 1; : : :; m :
This follows from a slight modi cation of the proof of Theorem 2.2 in section 3 using critical groups; see section 3.
It is also possible to use a dimension argument as in the proof of Proposition 1.2. In fact, the critical points z j are limits of almost critical points z k;j 2 E k as k ! 1 and f 00 (z k;j ) ! f 00 (z k ). Thus if f 00 (z k ) is positive (or negative) de nite on a subspace of E, so is f 00 (z k;j ) for j large.
Condition (A 5 ) can be somewhat weakened. It is possible to replace the subspace X n Y of Z by a more general subspace W of Z. Then the dimensions and codimensions of the intersections of W with E + and X come into play which would only complicate the statement of the result.
The proof of Theorem 2.2 uses machinery from algebraic topology, namely Borel cohomology for the group Z=2. This is due to the fact that we have to nd nontrivial critical points on level sets of f which may contain some of the trivial critical points. Theorem 2.2 can be proved in a more standard way using the genus of Krasnoselski and Yang if there are no other trivial critical points on levels below f(z 0 ). Moreover, in that case we obtain a better bound for the number of nontrivial critical points. A sketch of the proof of Theorem 2.3 follows at the end of section 3. It is possible to improve the lower bound for the number of nontrivial critical points in Theorem 2.2 if one knows the number of trivial critical points z with f(z) < f(z 0 ). Theorem 2.3 is the simplest example in this direction. It is also possible to replace the torus T N by other compact manifolds M with an action of the group G = Z=2 = f1; g and to investigate the existence of nontrivial critical points of even functionals f : M Z ! R. This can be applied to investigate even Lagrangian or Hamiltonian systems on cotangent bundles T M instead of T T N . We plan to pursue this in a sequel to this paper.
We conclude this section with two corollaries of Theorem 2.2 which are adapted to our application to Hamiltonian systems. There we have dim M(`) = 2N for all`2 Z which we assume from now on. Then the relative Morse index of f and the Morse index of f k := fj E k at the trivial critical point z 0 are related by the equation (2:1) (f k ; z 0 ) = r (f; z 0 ) + 2kN for k large : In our application z 0 is a stationary, hence, 2 -periodic solution of a Hamiltonian system and f is the associated action functional. To such a periodic solution one can associate its Conley{Zehnder index i(z 0 ) 2 Z and its nullity (z 0 ) 0. It is easy to see that (z 0 ) = (f; z 0 ) is the same as the nullity of z 0 as a critical point of f. Moreover, Long Lo1] proved that the Conley{Zehnder index satis es the equation (cf. Lemma 4.2) (2:2) (f k ; z 0 ) = i(z 0 ) + (2k + 1)N for k large :
From The corollary is only useful if the Maslov index satis es i(z 0 ) > N, that is, if the relative Morse index satis es r (f; z 0 ) > 2N. We now state a result which applies to the case where i(z 0 ) is negative. For this we replace (A 5 ) by a dual assumption. (A 6 ) There exists an integer n 0 such that f is bounded above on T N (X E + n ). Here E + 0 = f0g. Corollary 2.5. Suppose (A 1 ) ? (A 4 ) and (A 6 
Proof of Theorem 2.2
In order to make this paper readable we rst recall some notions from topology. With H (A; B; F 2 ) = H (A; B) we denote the Alexander{Spanier cohomology of a pair (A; B) of topological spaces with coe cients in the eld F 2 of two elements. Consequently H (A; B) is a vector space over where U is a neighborhood of x which contains no other critical point and such that the negative gradient ow ' t associated to f satis es ' t (U) f c?" U for all t 0. In other words, the pair (f c?" U; f c?" ) is an index pair in the sense of Conley index theory. For an isolated critical point it is always possible to nd " > 0 and U as above. In fact they may be chosen arbitrarily small. If x is nondegenerate then dim C k (f; x) = k where = (f; x) is the Morse index of f at x. If x is an isolated but possibly degenerate critical point then C k (f; x) = 0 for k 6 2 ; + ] where is the nullity of x. In the range k 2 ; + ] the critical vector space C k (f; x) can have arbitrary but nite dimension. Now we consider spaces A with an action of the group G = Z=2 = f1; g, that is, with an involution on A. We write A G = fx 2 A : x = xg for the xed point set and A=G = A=(x x) for the orbit space. If the action is free, that is, if x 6 = x for all x 2 A, then the projection A ! A=G is a bre map. Moreover, A=G is a manifold if A is one. This is not the case in general. The Borel construction helps in the non-free case. We x a contractible free G-space EG, for instance, the unit sphere in an in nitedimensional normed R-vector space where G acts via the antipodal map . The orbit space BG := EG=G is then (homotopy equivalent to) the in nite projective space RP 1 . for free G-spaces B A. In particular, if G acts on the sphere S n?1 via the antipodal map then h (S n?1 ) = H (RP n?1 ) = F 2 !]=! n and the homomorphism (3:1) (f k ;x) ; S (f k ;x)?1 . This can be achieved as follows. Let F + x respectively F ?
x be the positive respectively negative eigenspace of f 00 (x) = L + g 00 (x). Then we set W x := x + B 1 (F provided k is large. As a consequence of the construction of W x we obtain from (3.1) that the homo-
Next we look at the Mayer{Vietoris sequence of the triad (M k nV ; M k nU; W): For the statement on the relative Morse indices one repeats the above argument replacing the genus by the cohomological index for G = Z=2 due to Yang Y] and Fadell and Rabinowitz FaR] . As in the proof of Lemma 3.2 one obtains nontrivial critical points z k;j of f k at the level z k;j with Morse index d k + j. We leave the details to the interested reader.
4. Proof of the main results 4.1. First, we have some preliminaries on the variational set up of the problem. 4.2. In this subsection, we shall prove a few lemmas which will be used to prove our main results later. Setting X = E ? E p (0); Y = E q ; Z = X Y
we have E = E q (0) Z. Because of (H 1 ), f : E ! R can be reduced to a functional de ned on T N Z which we still denote by f as in section 2. Thus we write f(x; u) = 1 2 hLu; ui + g(x; u) for (x; u) 2 T N Z :
As in section 2 we set
Finally we set as before f k := fj T N Z k Our rst lemma is concerned with the (PS) condition for f with respect to T N Z k as formulated in (A 4 for some C > 0. Here we have used the fact that H is periodic in q.
Lemma 4.5. Assume (H 1 ) ? (H 4 ). Then there exists C > 0 (independent of K > 0) such that f K is bounded above by C on T N (X f0g) T N Z.
Proof. First we observe that hLu; ui 0 for (x; u) 2 T N X. From (H 3 ) and (4.9)
we thus obtain Case 2: i(z 0 ) < 0 Note rst that Lemma 4.5 implies that f K satis es (A 6 ) for all K > 0 with n = 0 and an upper bound 2 C 0 independent of K. By Corollary 2.5, f K has at least ?i(z 0 ) ? (z 0 ) pairs of nontrivial critical points with critical values less than or equal to 2 C 0 . Thus for K large all these critical points are critical points of f. Since we assume z 0 is nondegenerate (z 0 ) = 0 and we get ji(z 0 )j pairs of nontrivial 2 -periodic solutions of (1.1) with the correct Conley{Zehnder indices.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Again under (H 1 ) ? (H 4 ) f K satis es (A 1 ) ? (A 4 ) for any K > 0. Let n 1 be xed. Lemma 4.6 implies (A 6 ) holds for all f K with an upper bound C n independent of K. By Corollary 2.5 again f K has at least 2nN ? i(z 0 ) ? (z 0 ) pairs of nontrivial critical points with critical values not larger than C n . Thus for K large these are also critical points of f. Since n is arbitrary f has in nitely many pairs of nontrivial critical points. As before the statements on the Conley{Zehnder indices in 2.5 and 1.3 correspond to each other.
